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The Clinton Administration and Congress did not have a good year environmentally. Efforts to elevate the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to a cabinet-level agency and to reauthorize the Clean Water Act (CWA)\(^1\) and the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)\(^2\) were paralyzed by a powerful and unprecedented challenge from the so-called unholy trinity, a phrase coined by a despairing environmentalist.\(^3\) The trinity combines the ferocious protests of agribusiness against takings and local governments against unfunded mandates with the dogged conviction of the chemical industry that case-specific risk assessments must determine environmental policy. During the last Congress, these disparate groups actually began to coordinate their efforts, creating an informal coalition with political strength orders of magnitude more powerful than the strength of each individual component.

The trinity has currency because it integrates and promotes recent trends in conservative environmental policy and, therefore, can provide the reasoning cited by Republicans and some Democrats for resisting environmental legislation. But more partisan considerations of denying the Democratic Administration any accomplishments in the area are undoubtedly another motivation for resisting many of the President's initiatives. The profound changes in congressional leadership produced by the 1994 election mean that the trinity's concerns will have even greater influence and may well dominate the debate in the 104th Congress, although the new Republican leadership must also remain sensitive to the inevitable charge that it cannot accomplish a proactive environmental agenda in cooperation with the President.

With a scant two years left, the Administration has little time to rescue its environmental agenda, and Congress has little time to demonstrate that it can break gridlock in an area that remains popular with the public.\(^4\) Ironically, the potential savior of both institutions is the most controversial and disappointing program on EPA's agenda, Superfund,\(^5\) accounting for one-fourth of the Agency's budget\(^6\) and at least that portion of its negative political capital, is ready for reauthorization with a moderate compromise endorsed by a critical mass of the program's stakeholders. For the first time in Superfund's troubled history, the substance of the legislation was actually developed off Capitol Hill and outside the federal government, by the stakeholders themselves.

Organized under private auspices as the National Commission on Superfund (NCS), and assisted by a preliminary dry run of negotiations among members of an advisory group convened by EPA,\(^7\) the stakeholders managed to negotiate a "global deal" that resolves the most contentious issues at stake in the reauthorization.\(^8\) After much temporizing, and the negotiation of some significant,
additional changes, this consensus was translated into legislation embraced by the Clinton Administration and approved by the major committees of both houses of Congress.\textsuperscript{2} The formation of this consensus was remarkable, in both historical and political terms, and it represents by far the strongest recent example of consensus-building in the environmental arena.

But the 103d Congress did not finish Superfund, instead bequeathing the debate to the 104th Congress, which will have only 11 months to reauthorize it before the program's taxes run out in December 1995.\textsuperscript{10} If the clock runs out without final action, the fallout will damage all of Superfund's stakeholders and could cripple the program for years to come. Quite apart from the immediate and obvious effects reauthorization will have on the multibillion dollar national toxic waste cleanup effort, the outcome of the debate will determine the future viability of liability (or "regulation by risk") as a central weapon in the government's regulatory arsenal.

It is the thesis of this Dialogue that the 1990s mark the end of an era when pitched legislative battles can lead to either sound or timely public policy. Rather, the formulation of consensus by a critical mass of private-sector stakeholders is the only way to achieve the timely reauthorization of Superfund and may be the best (if not the only) way to break the gridlock that paralyzes other legislative debates. The Superfund consensus was achieved because of the despair over the current state of the program shared by the full spectrum of private-sector stakeholders and as a direct result of a negotiation process with attributes that should be duplicated in other contexts. Several forces are at work to destroy this consensus, and these forces must be curbed.

This Dialogue begins with an analysis of the political context in which the "deal of the century" was forged. It then turns to an examination of the NCS process and its implications for future consensus-building. It reviews how the consensus legislation would deal with the two most important issues in the reauthorization debate — Superfund's cleanup standards and liability system. Lastly, it discusses the options available to the 104th Congress as it faces the December 1995 deadline.

Superfund Politics in the 1990s

Superfund reauthorization politics have been forged in two related, but distinct crucibles: The perceptions of the program's private-sector stakeholders and the over-wrought, partisan combat that characterized the end of the 103d Congress. Ironically, the foundation for consensus in 1994 was laid during the 1983-1986 reauthorization. In the House, Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.), chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee, and Rep. James Florio (D-N.J.), chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Commerce, Transportation, and Tourism, locked in combat at the inception of the 101st Congress, setting the course for consensus in 1994. In the Senate, inserting lengthy, contradictory statements that left EPA considerable leeway to pick and choose among the disparate views.\textsuperscript{11} Memories of those exhausting battles and the Pyrrhic victories they produced were a major motivation for all of the key stakeholders who participated in the various consensus-building efforts during the current reauthorization.

For example, a primary goal of the last reauthorization was to establish national cleanup standards. The Conference Committee for the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA)\textsuperscript{12} engaged in a vituperative debate about these admittedly complex and technical issues, in the end producing a bland report\textsuperscript{13} that was virtually useless as a tool for interpreting congressional intent. Because they could not agree on a single, coherent interpretation of the law, the warring factions marched to the floor of the House and Senate, inserting lengthy, contradictory statements that left EPA considerable leeway to pick and choose among the disparate views.\textsuperscript{14}

As the years wore on and EPA implemented SARA, environmentalists and industry recognized that while both had won crucial battles in 1986, the overall outcome of the war was, at best, a draw. EPA drove potentially responsible \textsuperscript{25 ELR 10018} parties (PRPs)\textsuperscript{15} to distraction by insisting on expensive remedies at some sites, while at the same time doing little to satisfy the environmental community by improving the pace and quality of cleanups.

The same pattern applies to the Superfund liability system. The statute imposes strict, joint and several liability of great strength and broad scope; behavior that was both legal and common practice at the time can trigger liability, forcing "deep pockets" to assume the burden of chasing recalcitrants and paying the share of those no longer in business.\textsuperscript{16} During the 1983-1986 reauthorization debate, industry made several attempts to blunt the liability scheme's impact. But all of its proposals were ultimately coopted into exhortations that EPA should use its awesome power wisely by negotiating fair settlements as quickly as possible.\textsuperscript{17} To the chagrin of Congress, EPA and U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) career staff interpreted these changes as mere window dressing and, as the years wore on, did very little to soften the system's impact.

Although Congress was unwilling to trim EPA and DOJ's enforcement sails, industry pressure was felt acutely on Capitol Hill and, in a little-noticed concession, Congress created a statutory cause of action under Superfund for PRPs to bring contribution suits against each other.\textsuperscript{18} At the time, this provision was seen as harmless because it would cost the government nothing and would mollify the "deep
pockets," who believed, as it turns out correctly, that if they could only manage to broaden the universe of people furious about the program, they might get relief. In retrospect, this change may have had a far more significant impact than all of the other reforms originally proposed by industry because PRPs used it to draw thousands of small businesses, local governments, and even individual citizens into the liability net, contributing to the massive litigation costs that have undermined Superfund's credibility in the media and on Capitol Hill.19

As the 1990s began, the site-specific fights over how to clean up and who should pay had proliferated at a far faster rate than projects were completed. The looming exposure to escalating cleanup costs had settled into the bowels of many companies' financial planning, and the frustration of their top executives over their inability to tackle and resolve this amorphous problem was acute. In private conversations, they repeatedly cited the uncertainties of the Superfund liability system as a drain on corporate resources and a major impediment to sensible planning for the future.

The companies most affected by Superfund instinctively and collectively understood that they had achieved a critical mass of momentum for significant changes to the program. But they had great difficulty translating this momentum into a concrete proposal that could be lobbied in a unified way. The greatest impediment to unified action was the incessant importunings of the insurance industry that its customers embrace the most radical proposal for reform: Conversion of Superfund into a public works program through the elimination of retroactive liability in exchange for tax increases to support a larger fund. Until the end of 1993 and the release of the NCS proposal, an epic battle for the hearts and minds of the largest players in the manufacturing sector raged behind the scenes. Ultimately, the largest and most influential corporate PRPs turned their backs on the public works alternative, setting the stage for the NCS compromise.

Industry flirtations with the public works approach, which smaller players continue to this day, had a great influence on the attitudes of the national environmental community. The environmentalists have never wavered in abhorring the public works approach because they are convinced that raising taxes is not a politically realistic quid pro quo for the abandonment of retroactive liability. Under no illusions about industry's political clout and Superfund's desperately bad reputation, the environmentalists recognized that stone-walling more moderate reforms could provoke an irresistible backlash in Congress.

The second reauthorization debate began in the winter of 1992-1993, as Washington came to grips with a new President, the first Democrat to hold the office in 12 years. The Administration took several months to fill its top environmental jobs, slowing most policy development to a crawl, and key leaders in Congress refused either to put forth or to consider reauthorization legislation until they received an Administration bill. Behind the scenes, the NCS started to define the basis for consensus and was joined that spring by the Clinton Administration's own consensus-building effort: A special Superfund subgroup of the National Advisory Council on Environmental Policy and Technology (NACEPT), with an institutional membership that in many cases overlapped with the NCS' membership.20 In these and other contexts, key players in enemy camps began tentative conversations with one another, gradually realizing that however profound and apparently irreconcilable their substantive differences, they shared a deep despair over the situation under the current law was very bad, if not intolerable. While its inside-the-Beltway political situation might be good, its field situation under the current law was very bad, if not intolerable. PRPs believe that they face an excessively expensive system for selecting remedial actions and must also spend unacceptably large sums navigating the liability system. Industry is convinced that this bad situation could become intolerable if the program is not reauthorized and EPA copes with funding shortfalls by issuing unilateral cleanup orders at most sites, giving PRPs the option of either doing the work at very high costs or risking treble damages in a subsequent enforcement action.24

The propitious alignment of these anxieties created the atmosphere that ultimately made consensus possible. The announcement of an NCS deal shortly before Christmas 1993 galvanized the Clinton Administration's efforts to draft reauthorization legislation, and the Administration finally forwarded a bill to Congress on February 3, 1994.25 After a second round of negotiations sponsored by Rep. Al
Swift (D-Wash.), chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Transportation and Hazardous Materials, the legislation won the endorsement of a broad coalition representing an overwhelming majority of the program's key stakeholders and was approved by the Committee by an unprecedented, bipartisan vote of 44 to 0.26

Indeed, in perhaps the most remarkable development of all, the full range of Superfund stakeholders institutionalized themselves into an integrated, highly effective lobbying coalition known as "Advocates for Prompt Reform of Superfund" (the Coalition). The Coalition held meetings and coordinated legislative strategy on virtually a daily basis, advising key legislators and the Administration on which amendments were acceptable to its members. The diversity of the Coalition was absolutely unprecedented for environmental legislation, if not for national policymaking in general, because it included everyone from Chrysler, ARCO, Monsanto, and Dupont, to the Sierra Club, the Environmental Defense Fund, and the Natural Resources Defense Council, to the National Federation of Independent Businesses and the U.S. Conference of Mayors. The vision of these historical enemies marching in unison from one congressional meeting to another did more than anything else — including the support of the Clinton Administration — to move the consensus bill through the process.

Galloping across a field littered with legislative hurdles, the Coalition and the Administration achieved approval of the bill by the House Public Works Committee,27 the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee,28 the House Ways and Means Committee,29 and the Senate Finance Committee.30 In the waning days of the 103d Congress, stymied by last-minute disputes over the wages paid to laborers at Superfund sites and threats by conservative Republicans to offer extraneous, cost-benefit amendments to the bill, the Democratic leadership, believing it had run out of time, pulled the bill from its agenda.31

In the aftermath, Washington launched its usual round of finger pointing. Despite frantic, last-minute appeals from the bill's Fortune 500 industry supporters to let the bill go through without extensive floor debate and consensus-shattering amendments, the Republican leadership refused to cooperate, blaming President Clinton and the Democratic leadership for fumbling the legislation and questioning the existence of a real consensus.32 In turn, Democrats and their environmentalist allies blamed the Republican leadership for blocking the legislation, claiming that the Republicans were myopically intent on denying President Clinton a legislative victory before the 1994 mid-term congressional elections.33 A disappointed Carol Browner vowed to resume the debate in the 104th Congress where the 103d Congress had left off.34 In the meantime, elements of industry that opposed the legislation rejoiced in the possibility that potentially massive changes in Congress following the 1994 mid-term election would shove the consensus legislation off the table, beginning the debate again from scratch when Congress reconvenes in January 1995.

As usual, there are grains of truth in the recriminations of both sides. The Republicans are certainly correct that from the beginning of the reauthorization cycle, a flawed decisionmaking process crippled the Clinton Administration's effort to formulate legislation that could be carried quickly forward by its allies on Capitol Hill. Under the joint but strained auspices of the White House National Economic Council and the Environmental Advisor to the President, the Administration established a working group known informally as the "Interagency Taskforce." The Taskforce included 16 representatives from agencies, departments, and offices within the White House that have some interest in the Superfund program, including such entities as the U.S. Postal Service and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This structure meant that the two federal organizations primarily charged with implementing the law — EPA and the DOJ — sat as equals with the two most prominent federal environmental defendants — the U.S. Departments of Defense and Energy. It also meant that the balance of power on the Taskforce was controlled by government units with relatively little at stake in successfully and expeditiously reauthorizing the program.

Eerily echoing the substantive concerns of another White House institution, former Vice President Dan Quayle's infamous Competitiveness Council, the White House economists on the Interagency Taskforce were generally supportive of the federal defendants' efforts to cheapen cleanup by diminishing cleanup standards. They eventually dominated the Taskforce's deliberations, which occurred behind closed doors with minimal and substantively insignificant consultation with outside stakeholders. When they were handed the NCS compromise shortly before Christmas 1993, the economists had no concept of its political or legislative implications and chose to ignore it, producing a first draft of reauthorization legislation in January 1994 that was significantly to the right of the global deal endorsed by Superfund's key stakeholders.

Faced with a revolt by the environmental community, the Administration eventually embraced a more moderate alternative, which was significantly closer to the original NCS proposal but nevertheless achieved the endorsement of a broad majority of Superfund's stakeholders. Although crucial time and political capital had been wasted, the reauthorization was back on track. Nevertheless, the Taskforce exists to this day, periodically tossing sand in the gears when consulted about the substantive progress of the reauthorization.35

When the House Energy and Commerce Committee voted unanimously to approve the consensus bill, the Administration fumbled
again, refusing for many weeks to make Superfund a priority in comparison to the two embattled water reauthorization bills, and 
opining instead that it wished to have them all completed in the few months remaining before Congress adjourned to face grueling mid-
term elections, in the midst of the health care and other pressing national debates. Ultimately, the Administration did select Superfund 
as its top environmental priority, although the resurrection of the SDWA reauthorization in September 1994 once again distracted its 
political efforts and may well have contributed to the demise of efforts to reauthorize Superfund.

While the Clinton Administration's mistakes are easy to finger, the Republican leadership is not correct in deriding the absence of 
consensus as a justification for either bringing the bill down or for reinventing the wheel in the 104th Congress. The consensus among 
Superfund's private-sector stakeholders was admittedly not unanimous; it is inconceivable that such a feat could be accomplished with 
respect to a program that costs so much and affects so many disparate constituencies. But those who opposed the legislation not only 
were clearly and decisively out-numbered by those who supported it, the supporting Coalition contained a critical mass composed of 
virtually every major group that represents the stakeholders most directly affected by the program.26

Although opponents of the consensus legislation spent most of their time and energy trying to destroy the perception [25 ELR 10021] 
on Capitol Hill that a broad-based consensus existed on their secondary, but in many ways more important, argument was that the bill 
should be rejected because they were excluded from the consensus-building process that occurred before the Administration forwarded 
its bill to Congress. If the consensus legislation dies in the 104th Congress, and this contention is in any way vindicated, Congress will 
have established an impossible threshold for future consensus building efforts. In essence, the message will be that in order to use a 
"consensus" strategy, proponents of legislation must engage in a negotiation process that achieves the support of every trade 
association, group, and individual company with some interest in the issues addressed by the legislation. Further, this support must be 
achieved before a bill is considered by congressional committees because those who are not satisfied by the initial consensus, but are 
unable to persuade Congress to fix their problems, will still cry foul. Not only would such a standard eliminate consensus as an 
effective strategy for any major legislative (or regulatory) debate, it would virtually ensure legislative gridlock in the current political 
atmosphere.

As explained further below, the consensus-building process used by the NCS occurred behind closed doors and involved only 24 
stakeholder principals. Indeed, it is highly unlikely that such a diverse group could have achieved timely consensus in any other way. 
But this consensus was vindicated not within the admittedly closed culture of the NCS itself, but rather during the course of a harsh and 
open political free-for-all during which it won overwhelming, bipartisan approval of five congressional committees.

The Lessons of the Process

As the 1990s continue, it may well prove impossible to move new environmental legislation without a consensus among a critical mass 
of nongovernmental stakeholders. For better or worse, Congress is unwilling to tinker incrementally with specific aspects of 
environmental statutes, instead pursuing big, complicated, and controversial reauthorizations of entire organic statutes. This approach 
puts enormous pressure on the authorizing committees, which increasingly seem unable to withstand the onslaught of interest groups 
and maintain any independent perspective on the issues. In the last seven years, the only major environmental statute to be reauthorized 
by Congress was the Clean Air Act.37 which had last been rewritten in 1977.

Of course, as the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments38 illustrate, legislative gridlock can be broken by an Administration that makes the 
passage of major environmental legislation a top political priority. However, the Clinton Administration is clearly ambivalent about 
playing this role. In the President's last State of the Union Address, environmental legislation was mentioned in only two sentences, 
during a 63-minute speech.39 Whether President Clinton is reelected, or is replaced by a more conservative, Republican President, this 
ambivalence is unlikely to change.

Given these conditions, stakeholders of any political persuasion who find an existing law intolerable will have no choice but to attempt 
to build a consensus for change. When presented with a true political and substantive consensus, Congress is able to overcome the 
paralysis caused by the stakeholders on the extremes of the political spectrum who launch continuous guerrilla attacks on moving 
legislation. The need to negotiate consensus applies equally to the environmental community and to industries seeking to avoid or 
moderate regulation, because neither group has sufficient power to "roll over" the other.

But citing the need for consensus and achieving it are two very different propositions. With apologies to George Santayana, it can be 
said that unless we understand good history, we are doomed by an inability to repeat it.40 The NCS process deserves careful 
consideration as the best example of environmental consensus-building during the last two decades.
Assumptions, Negotiating Conditions, and Ground Rules

Three threshold assumptions were critical to the success of the NCS: Federal government officials were excluded, the participants effectively represented all of the private-sector Superfund stakeholders, and only chief executive officers (or their equivalent) were allowed to participate. The decision to exclude representatives of the executive branch and Congress was controversial throughout the NCS deliberations. Critics argued that the failure to incorporate the views of those who ran and those who reauthorized the program would lead to a fatally flawed product, both substantively and politically. Although it is impossible to prove empirically, the conveners were undoubtedly correct that the addition of these players would have blocked consensus over the short- and long-term.

First, participation by federal officials might well have meant that the NCS would have been compelled to open its proceedings to the public, destroying the confidentiality that was crucial to its success. Indeed, open NCS deliberations would have been indistinguishable from the public posturing and pointless wrangling that have characterized the Superfund debate for a decade and a half. The recognition that confidentiality was indispensable to the negotiation of a final deal is not intended as an endorsement of secret decisionmaking in any but this very limited context, nor does it imply that confidential deliberations should extend for any period beyond what it takes to formulate a consensus proposal. Once announced, the NCS deal was subject to blistering — and appropriate — public scrutiny by Congress, the Administration, the full range of interest groups, and the media. But there would not have been a deal to scrutinize had NCS members been forced to justify themselves in public at the same time that they were attempting to reach a delicately balanced, historically unprecedented compromise of issues that have crippled the Superfund program for a decade and a half.

Timing was another reason for excluding federal representatives. The NCS was formed in the early winter of 1992, right after the election, and it took several months before sufficiently high-level political appointees were not only in place, but had sufficiently settled into their jobs to consider participating in such a project. Adding members to the NCS midstream would have destroyed the continuity of the bargaining process, turning the NCS into an ongoing debating club, rather than a cohesive group that traveled through a series of emotional states from frustration to weariness and eventually to hopefulness, generating momentum that allowed it to reach closure.

A third consideration was the sheer numbers of representatives that would have been involved had the federal government, in all its roles, won seats at the NCS table. Within the executive branch alone, EPA, the DOJ, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Energy would have had indisputable claims to seats at the table. Within Congress, bipartisan (that is, at least two) representatives from no fewer than five committees would have had valid claims to seats, and excluding any of them might well have provoked more animosity than the decision to exclude all of them, creating additional roadblocks to efforts to sell the consensus on Capitol Hill. Adding up these numbers, had federal participation been permitted, the NCS would have doubled in size and close to half its complement would have been federal officials.

Apart from the numbers, there was the problem of maintaining CEO-level participation, an aspect of the NCS process that as we will discuss further below, was critical to its success. The Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General, and the EPA Administrator would not have made the time commitment that the members of the NCS made. But had they sent second- and third-level political appointees, the conveners would have had significantly more difficulty in holding the other CEOs to their commitment to attend meetings personally.

Allowing federal government participation would also have injected into the process the poisonous element of bureaucratic defensiveness, which in turn would have provoked other participants to either withhold or distort their own views. Virtually all of Superfund's nongovernmental stakeholders believe that mistakes by EPA and, to a lesser degree, by the DOJ have brought the program to its current sorry state. The presence of people who felt pressure to defend the bureaucracies they had recently been appointed to lead might well have destroyed a key strength of the NCS process: Unadulterated and freely expressed dissatisfaction with the current program and the current law, which led to an eventual realization that all had a mutual stake in reforming it.

The participation of government officials would have chilled the negotiations in another important way: NCS members could not be sure whether a global deal was possible until the very end of the process. If they had been compelled to state their positions in front of powerful federal officials whom they would need to lobby if the process fell apart, they would invariably have played their cards much closer to their vests, blocking the early horsetrading that was so crucial to building momentum for the final deal.

Once a decision had been made to eliminate the federal government, the selection of which categories of stakeholders to include was relatively straightforward, but the choice of which stakeholders to include from those categories was extremely difficult.
Representatives of national environmental organizations, community groups, large PRPs drawn from the manufacturing sector (especially the chemical industry), the insurance and banking industries, labor unions representing cleanup workers, small business, and state and local governments were the obvious, indeed the only possible, choices. But within each category, the conveners had to make a series of decisions that depended on such complex factors as the organization’s reputation both inside Washington and within the larger stakeholder community it was supposed to represent (often two very different stories), as well as the CEOs’ personal reputations in the same arenas.

Pick a company or group that is a minor player within its own constituency and any deal it negotiates will not have sufficient credibility to withstand the rigors of the legislative process. Pick a company or group that does not understand the issues and, therefore, cannot articulate the problems of the stakeholder group it is there to represent, and you run the risk that the deal will be marginally relevant, even if it is clinched. Pick an irascible and short-sighted CEO, who is widely perceived as such within his or her own constituency, and you have the potential for fatal disruption of a consensus before it is able to emerge. Pick a widely liked and respected CEO who is distracted with other issues, and you lack the affirmative help you need to close and sell the deal.

The decision to organize the NCS at the CEO level, and to insist on personal participation by each CEO, was made for three distinct reasons. First, CEOs were seen as far less knowledgeable about, and therefore not vested in, the minutiae of how the current program and law operate. The conveners believed that dragging the debate down to that level would quickly swamp it in details, precluding an innovative approach to the issues. This theory was strongly challenged in practice because each commissioner was allowed to appoint at least one senior staff member, and the vast majority of these crucial participants were nothing if not detail-oriented. However, the need to prepare their principals for NCS meetings did exert pressure on the senior staff and encouraged them to sidestep entanglements in relatively minor implementation issues, even when it came time for staff working groups to actually draft sections of the final NCS report.

Second, participation by CEOs immediately elevates the importance of the endeavor throughout the organizations that they represent, ensuring that it receives priority attention. If the NCS had accepted senior staff as members, many of whom are overloaded with inside-the-Beltway meetings and conferences, it might well have languished in the enervating netherworld of poorly attended, inconclusive, policy dialogue groups.

Third, CEOs have the obvious and unquestioned authority to make commitments on behalf of their organizations, cutting through layers of decisionmaking that could slow down the deliberative process to the point where it falls of its own weight.

With a very few exceptions, the individual CEOs invited to join the Commission abided by their commitment to participate personally and extensively in its deliberations. Their participation vindicated the conveners' insistence on this threshold ground rule: The CEOs were willing to think expansively about changes to the program, they made the NCS a priority for their organizations, and they exercised the full range of their authority by signing off on the final deal.

Second, NCS members were asked to participate as "individuals," who, acting "in their personal capacities," would determine its direction. However, "because of their positions as leaders in their respective sectors and interest groups, Commission members are encouraged to solicit advice and input from other[s] . . . who are not participating." This ground rule was designed to give members the freedom and autonomy to conduct the negotiations as individuals representing only their own organizations, while maintaining the expectation that they would serve as effective missionaries to their constituencies, both during the negotiations and after the deal was made.

The issue of how much to expect members of a blue ribbon group to deliver the support of the larger stakeholder communities they represent within the confines of a confidential negotiating process is a very difficult one. If, for example, the commissioners from the chemical industry had tried to win a commitment from the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) to support a potential deal before agreeing to the deal themselves, the deliberations of the NCS would have reached political and procedural meltdown very
quickly. The advantage of CEO-level decisionmaking by a relatively small group would have been sacrificed, enmeshing the NCS in
the ponderous deliberations of this and other trade associations. If, on the other hand, chemical industry members had been unable to
predict through constant, informal consultations what would sell to the CMA, the deal they negotiated could well have been stillborn.

Third, NCS members were given an explicit opportunity to reject the deal once the entire package of recommendations was placed
before them. As a practical matter, members of the Commission did make decisions about various pieces of the package on an
incremental basis, deciding whether or not they could live with a proposal in a single-issue area on its own merits. These decisions were
influenced subtly by their perceptions of what they were likely to get in other areas, but this kind of pragmatic balancing was rarely
articulated. Still, in the absence of a ground rule explicitly allowing them to pull out at the end, incremental progress would have been
far more difficult, and a sense of momentum might never have materialized.

Fourth, the ground rules contained a carefully crafted definition of "consensus":

Policy recommendations can be considered to have achieved consensus when there is no dissent by any member of the Commission.
The Chair and staff will rely on members to voice their dissent if they cannot "live with" a particular policy recommendation that is
advocated for inclusion in the Commission's final report. . . . If consensus is not possible, the final report may: identify a limited
number of agreed upon policy options, include language that adequately conveys the concerns of all members, or simply remain silent
on the issue, as determined by consensus of the Commission. None of these options are as desirable as a consensus recommendation. . . .

As the recommendations of the Commission become final, Commission members agree to discuss how the recommendations can most
effectively be carried forward into the legislative debate. . . . Where consensus agreements have been reached, at the very least,
Commission members agree to refrain from undermining the implementation of those agreements.46

By establishing consensus as the overriding goal of the NCS, while at the same time stating explicitly that the absence of total
consensus would not cause a breakdown in the entire process, the ground rules inoculated the NCS against an effort by a minority of
stakeholders to prevent the majority from reaching a deal. However, the ground rules asked individual members to use a high standard
for opposing recommendations endorsed by other commissioners; the question was not whether they liked or disliked a proposal, but
whether they could "live with" it or not.

The NCS definition of consensus also incorporated an absolutely essential principle: Once members had made their deal, they were not
permitted to depart from it in any significant respect, either in public statements or in the context of private lobbying efforts. The
commitment to stick with the whole deal and work jointly for its implementation, without trying to regain from Congress any
advantages they had sacrificed, was the only protection the commissioners had against the dual threats of having their deal unravel at
the same time that the appearance of a consensus by a blue ribbon panel is used to pass a law that hurts them.

Substance of the Global Deal

In all of the withering criticism heaped on Superfund in the past five years, cleanup standards and liability are the most frequently cited
reasons for its many failures.42 EPA's interpretation [25 ELR 10024] of these provisions provokes the most controversy, costs the most
money, and has the most impact on human health and the natural environment. Astronomical legal bills, the glacial pace of cleanups,
cost overruns, and community frustration are correctly attributed to the program's problems in these two areas, resulting in an
irresistible urge to reform current law.

The following analysis explains why the cleanup standard and liability provisions of the consensus legislation represent a lasting
compromise that is substantively fair to a critical mass of Superfund stakeholders. Attempts in the 104th Congress to modify the
legislation in a way that tilts the balance to the point of unfairness from any key constituency's point of view would destroy the
consensus. It is, therefore, crucial to understand the reasons for the stakeholders' decision to sign off on the NCS global deal, to explore
the additional compromises they were asked to make when Congress considered legislation, and to define the boundaries of their
continued participation in the consensus. The analysis compares the final NCS report 48 with the consensus legislation that was pending
for floor action in the House and Senate when the 103d Congress ran out of time.49

Cleanup Standards

Negotiations over cleanup standards have revolved around the following central questions:
should cleanup standards be consistent from site-to-site or dependent on individual site characteristics? How should we make a judgment that a site is "clean"?

2. What factors should be considered when identifying a viable remedy?

3. When should permanent treatment (as opposed to containment) be required?

4. If either effective and/or permanent treatment technologies are not available, what should be done?

* The Stakeholders. Key players entered the negotiations over cleanup standards with the following historical positions. Members of the national environmental community believe that the current process is a fiasco and are bitter about EPA's refusal to correctly and aggressively interpret its statutory mandate, which, as they interpret it, requires a uniformly high level of public health protection at all sites. The environmentalists think that Superfund sites pose a serious risk to human health and the environment and that the chemical and insurance industries are engaged in a nefarious effort to confuse the public about the nature and scope of this risk. They believe that the Superfund standard-setting process must be reformed to establish clearer, simpler, and unavoidable national, health-based standards that result in returning the land to productive use wherever possible. Such standards should establish maximum levels of contamination of air, soil, and water that would pose no more than a one in one-million cancer risk and a hazard index of 1 for noncancer health effects with respect to potentially exposed populations after the cleanup is completed.

The environmentalists believe that EPA's use of risk ranges, risk assessments, and ARARS results in a morass of standards, which produces cleanups that vary significantly in quality and degree. They are convinced that the factors determining the outcome in such a system are a highly offensive combination of PRP lobbying for a cheaper deal and the political vulnerability of the low-income, often minority communities where the sites are located.

The environmentalists recognize that technologies are often not available to achieve health-based standards, but believe that sites should remain on the Superfund national priorities list (NPL) until an effective technology has been developed and implemented. They believe that the law should require the implementation of permanent treatment wherever it is technologically feasible, without any demonstration that people or the environment are currently exposed as a result of the contamination. They assert that this principle should extend to groundwater, which should be remediated regardless of current or projected usage unless it is naturally unfit to drink, e.g., briney.

Citizen activists from communities around Superfund sites agree with national environmentalists on all but perhaps the most important, threshold point. They distrust the process of establishing national, uniform, health-based standards and believe that site cleanups should instead involve returning contamination to "background" levels, with background defined as the levels that existed before the Superfund site contaminated the air, soil, and water.

Industrial PRPs are equally dissatisfied with the status quo and are committed to eliminating all vestiges of an irrational process that they believe is costing their companies unnecessary billions of dollars to address extremely remote risks to public health and the environment. They believe that a new Superfund standard-setting process must rely exclusively on the preparation of risk assessments that would depend on the consideration of site-specific factors, as opposed to the current morass of borrowed federal and state ARAR standards. They acknowledge that the performance of site-specific risk assessments is a complex science, but they reject the environmentalists' contention that such assessments are inappropriate or unreliable. They are opposed to any effort to establish uniform national standards and they strongly endorse the use of a risk range, arguing that an effort to impose a single, presumably very conservative, risk number will only lead to wasteful overkill in the selection of site remedies.

Industrial PRPs believe that in most situations, containment should be the remedy of choice and, in nonresidential areas, containment should mean the use of institutional controls, e.g., restricted land use and prohibitions on access, wherever possible. Permanent
treatment should be used where it is not disproportionately expensive, or where it is clear that containment is unreliable. Once containment has been implemented, treatment technologies should be reconsidered only if the containment remedy fails. Contaminated groundwater should not be remediated unless it is currently used or projected for use in the foreseeable future.

* The NCS Deal. The nub of the compromise negotiated by the NCS is the establishment of national health-based standards that can be adjusted in response to a narrow number of site-specific characteristics and the acknowledgment that the availability of technology and future land use can be key factors in determining what remedy to implement. Put another way, uniform, national, health-based standards remain the backdrop for evaluating when a site is "clean," but the methodology for selecting the remedy is to identify the best available technology that will clean the site to the point where it can be used for its intended purpose.

The NCS recommends that the statute should be amended to specify that no site will be considered "clean" until levels of contamination have been reduced to the point where exposed populations face no greater than a one in one-million cancer risk and a noncancer hazard index of 1. To determine when these standards have been met, the NCS supports the development of a "formula" for the 100 most frequently occurring contaminants at Superfund sites. The formula would be developed in a negotiated rulemaking by all Superfund stakeholders, to be convened by EPA shortly after the statute is reauthorized.

The formula would combine an evaluation of the concentration at which chemical pollutants are toxic (these numbers would stay constant) with information about human health and environmental exposure at either the typical or the specific site (these numbers could vary depending on site-specific factors if such factors could be measured and were scientifically well-understood). For example, a concentration of benzene threatening groundwater used for drinking water would need to be cleaned up to stricter levels where the depth to groundwater was shallow than at a similar site where groundwater was deep, because PRPs would be allowed to consider the site-specific depth to groundwater in calculating the cleanup level. By the same token, if no groundwater exists at the site, no further remediation would be warranted.

These aspects of the compromise keep alive industry's hopes of persuading environmentalists and citizen groups to accept reasonable cleanup goals. At the same time, it reassures the environmentalists that the goals could not fall below an acceptable level and that they would have veto power in the negotiated rulemaking process used to derive these new standards.

As for the second half of the equation — identifying a viable remedy — the NCS adopts the concept of "hot spots" as its central vehicle for implementing the common sense notions that expensive technologies are most beneficially applied to highly contaminated areas, that only available technologies can be required as a practical matter, and that permanent treatment technologies are less available than containment technologies. A hot spot is defined as an area where highly toxic or mobile chemicals are concentrated that may pose a significant risk to human health.

Under the NCS proposal, permanent treatment of hot spots is required, permanent treatment of "warm spots" is preferred and, in all other areas, either long-term containment or permanent treatment is acceptable, so long as the uniform national health-based standards, determined through the formulaic approach, are "reliably" met. If "reasonably" priced long-term treatment technologies do not exist, an "interim" containment remedy can be implemented, but the site must remain on the NPL and must be reevaluated every five years to see if a suitable treatment technology has become available.

**[25 ELR 10026]**

The NCS compromise further recommends the remediation of groundwater contamination unless the aquifer is "unusable," with this crucial term defined as either naturally unusable, e.g., briney, or as contaminated by non-Superfund sources to the degree that no steps will be taken by entities outside the Superfund process to clean it up for the foreseeable future. Once again, the availability of technology would be considered in determining when — if not how much — to clean up.

These aspects of the compromise, which represent major movement by the environmental and citizen activist communities off their historical positions, reassures industry that the drive to permanent treatment will only be applicable to areas of the sites that are heavily contaminated. It also gives industry reasonable confidence that PRPs will not be compelled to undertake outlandishly expensive remedies using experimental technologies if less expensive technologies would do the job — if not permanently, then at least for the foreseeable future.

Last but not least, the NCS proposal acknowledges that future land use should be a factor in determining the level or permanency of cleanup. Industry has long argued that it does not make sense to clean up a site that will be used, for example, as a railroad yard, to the
same level as a site located in the midst of a residential neighborhood that will be used for a community center. Since many Superfund sites are in areas where the most obvious future use of the property is industrial, and current law does not acknowledge the role of land use in cleanup decisions, this approach could mark a sea change in the program.

But environmentalists and community activists fear that any acknowledgment in the law that land use is an appropriate consideration could put remedial decisions on a slippery slope where virtually all sites are written off for any but future industrial use. This result could have disturbing consequences in urban areas where residential neighborhoods are adjacent to sites previously used for industrial purposes, a condition which prevails at 984 of 1,245 NPL sites. The NCS, therefore, recommends that in cases where the site is adjacent to residential neighborhoods, future site use cannot be presumed to be industrial unless and until residents of such neighborhoods agree to this assumption.

* The Consensus Legislation. Consensus reauthorization legislation, as it emerged from the key committees in the House and Senate, adopts the fundamental framework of the NCS deal. But the legislation occupies a point on the political spectrum that is definitively to the right of the NCS proposal.

Both H.R. 4916 and S. 1834 provide for the promulgation of national "goals" to be expressed as a "single numerical level" for chemical carcinogens and noncarcinogens, but do not specify the levels of one in one-million cancer risk and a noncancer hazard index of 1. The requirement that a single numerical level be chosen forestalls EPA's continued use of a risk range to determine appropriate levels of cleanup, and the environmentalists clearly hope that if EPA is forced to choose a single number, it will use a conservative and consequently more protective figure. The House bill further requires that the goals be established in a negotiated rulemaking, thereby adopting the process considered critical by environmental and community stakeholders.

Both the House and Senate bills mandate the development of a "national risk protocol" to be used when conducting site-specific risk assessments, when establishing the concentration levels of various chemicals, and when evaluating alternative remedial actions. As recommended by the NCS, this protocol would establish a "formula" for evaluating risk and determining concentration levels for (at least) the 100 contaminants most commonly found at Superfund sites.

The House and Senate bills adopt the hot-spot method for determining when permanent treatment will be preferred, but state unequivocally that treatment is preferred only for hot spots, with containment a clearly acceptable method for all other areas. This approach is more restrictive than the NCS proposal, which urges consideration of whether permanent treatment technologies might be available when remediating non-hot spots, but it probably does not change the bottom line result: Permanent treatment will only be chosen for non-hot spot areas if PRPs agree with its selection.

In a significant departure from the NCS approach, the consensus legislation fails to distinguish between "interim" and "long-term" containment remedies in any remedial situation other than hot spots. Further, the legislation does not require systematic site reviews to evaluate the continued efficacy of interim remedies even in hot-spot situations. Instead, the legislation instructs EPA to select an appropriate remedy by considering a variety of amorphous factors such as effectiveness, long-term reliability, acceptability to the community, and "reasonableness" of cost. This bouquet of factors sends a strong message that cost is as important as reliability, but leaves the final balance up to EPA's discretion.

In a second significant departure from the NCS compromise, both the House and Senate bills eliminate the specific mandate that groundwater must always be remediated unless it is irrevocably contaminated by non-Superfund sources. However, the two bills differ significantly in the standards they would apply to groundwater cleanups, with the Senate occupying a point on the political spectrum to the left of the House. These differences will be a focal point of strenuous debate if and when the legislation reaches a conference committee.

The NCS recommends that in cases where the site is adjacent to residential neighborhoods, future site use cannot be presumed to be industrial unless and until residents of such neighborhoods agree to this assumption. The House bill establishes as an overall "goal" the "restoration" of ground and surface water that "may" be used for drinking water to prevailing SDWA standards, but allows EPA to depart from those goals if compliance is "technically impracticable" or "unreasonably costly." The House bill further instructs EPA to select remedies for contaminated groundwater using the same amorphous factors cited above, with the additional wrinkle that any actual human exposure must be either prevented or eliminated, although this protection can be accomplished through the provision of alternative drinking water supplies.

The Senate bill states flatly that cleanups of contaminated ground and surface water that "may" be used for drinking water must meet either SDWA standards or "more stringent" levels necessary to protect wildlife or aquatic life under the CWA, unless such remedies are "technically impracticable." Where effective technologies have not yet been developed, the bill would require PRPs to pay a premium...
on normal response costs, with the money to be used for ongoing monitoring of groundwater and research into new technologies. The Senate bill instructs EPA to apply the same factors to the selection of groundwater remedial actions as the House bill does, but it contains a definition of "ground water that may be used for drinking water," which could significantly expand the scope of cleanup because it would exclude only those aquifers that were unusable in their natural state or that were "physically incapable of yielding a quantity of 150 gallons per day . . . without adverse environmental effects."69

Finally, in perhaps its most important departure from the NCS proposal, neither the House bill nor the Senate bill requires community approval when the proposed remedy depends on future industrial use and the site is adjacent to a residential neighborhood. Instead, EPA is directed to determine future land use through the consideration of another series of relatively amorphous factors, including any recommendations of community groups around the site, land use history, local government zoning plans, the proximity of the contamination to residences and sensitive populations or ecosystems, and the potential for future economic redevelopment.70

Taken as a whole, these provisions push the envelope of environmental and community tolerance, teetering close to the edge of provoking those stakeholders to walk away from the process. Ever mindful of the consequences of not reauthorizing Superfund by the December 1995 deadline, environmental and community representatives have decided to swallow hard and accept this second compromise, warning loudly that any further erosion of the substance of the cleanup standard provisions would provoke them into active opposition to the bill.71 The willingness of groups on the left of the political spectrum to support the consensus legislation bill was born at least as much out of a belief that matters could only get worse in the next Congress as out of an affirmative commitment to reauthorizing Superfund before its money runs out. If, however, industry and its allies in the 104th Congress attempt to push the legislation still further to the right, a subtle boomerang in perception will occur, and the left will believe it has nothing to lose from reverting to a "scorched earth," "stop-the-process" approach. Cleanups have been so slow, and the benefits of the program so attenuated, that it is tempting for community groups and environmentalists to discount the damage a funding gap would do to the program, especially in comparison to the sacrifice of such principles as permanent remediation of the contamination that affects them.

Apart from its political viability, there is the ultimately far more important question of whether the approach contained in the consensus bill will make Superfund a more protective, cost-effective, predictable, and expeditious cleanup effort. The answer is that the new standards will be very susceptible to the inappropriate influences that have undermined the current system, but that a concerted effort by a shrewd and principled EPA, controlled carefully by a strong central management, could make the system work for all concerned. Unfortunately, the history of the Superfund program suggests that the EPA bureaucracy is not up to such a task, and Superfund may continue to flounder, to the disadvantage of all concerned.

There are two good reasons why national environmentalists and community activists demand national, health-based standards. The first is to ensure that cleanups end up being adequately protective of human health and the environment. The second is to prevent each remedial decision from being determined by political forces, defined broadly to include the advocacy skills and the technological and financial superiority that large industrial PRPs bring to the table during their negotiations with EPA. The consensus legislation establishes several — arguably too many — "off-ramps" in the remedy selection process, leaving excessive maneuvering room for those same political forces to come into play.

Thus, if EPA interprets the land use offramp broadly, allowing PRPs to cut back on the application of national standards in industrial areas that border residential neighborhoods, cleanups under the new system will be ineffective, more money will be wasted, and too many affected communities will continue to view the program as a cruel joke. Similarly, the legislation's dilution of the requirement that EPA periodically reevaluate interim containment hot spots could result in ineffective cleanups that permit contamination to spread to the point where the remedy fails completely and must be redone at significantly greater expense. If the Senate bill's expansive approach to groundwater cleanups is not adopted, a widespread writing off of aquifers could plague the nation's drinking water supplies in future decades.

Ultimately, these outcomes would not be in the best interests of industrial PRPs. If the Superfund remedy selection process remains erratic and ineffective, not only do industrial PRPs run the risk of wasting money on bad cleanups, but the system's failures could provoke a tightening of standards during the next reauthorization. Even if Congress gives up in frustration on its efforts to instruct EPA and PRPs on how to conduct cleanups, the backdrop of legal liability for the sites will plague those who take undue advantage of the loopholes in the system. Superfund's own [25 ELR 10028] powerful liability system is likely to remain fundamentally intact, and PRPs also face liability under state tort law if Superfund cleanups leave people and the environment exposed to high levels of residual contamination.

Liability
Consensus negotiations over liability reform have revolved around the following central questions:

1. Which aspects of the current strict, joint and several liability system should be maintained and which discarded?

2. If joint and several liability is abandoned in certain contexts, what procedures and standards should govern the allocation system that replaces it?

3. What enforcement authority should the government retain to police PRP outliers and ensure that cleanup proceeds at a reasonable pace?

4. Who should pay the so-called orphan share of PRPs who are no longer viable?

5. What should and can be done to address the concerns of the insurance industry?

*The Stakeholders. Key players entered the negotiations over liability reform with the following historical positions. While the proliferation of contribution lawsuits has clearly helped large, manufacturing sector PRPs in their political battle to demonstrate that Superfund liability is intrinsically unfair, the growing irrationality of the process has greatly increased the financial and psychic pain they experience. The larger, more sophisticated companies can control the pace of cleanup by dominating site-specific steering committees and running circles around EPA regional office staff. In the process, however, they pay very large legal bills and live with the constant sword of open-ended, potential liability dangling ominously over their heads. To be sure, they mind spending the money. But they mind at least as much the fact that they cannot be sure how much money they will need to spend over the long term.

Once they understood that the outright repeal of retroactive liability was not achievable without large tax increases, the top priority of large, manufacturing sector PRPs was to replace joint and several liability with a several liability system that would allocate cleanup costs on the basis of each PRP's specific behavior at a site. Allocations would be based on such technical factors as the volume and relative toxicity of the waste, as well as on more amorphous criteria such as whether PRPs cooperate with the government. Bankrupt companies; small businesses; and federal, state, and local governments should be allocated a fair share under the same standards as apply to the large industrial PRPs. If municipalities and small businesses cannot pay the amounts they are allocated, the Superfund should cover these orphan shares. The system should punish PRPs who try to avoid liability by sitting out the allocation process, but those who do participate should have their future exposure limited to their allocated shares.

Environmentalists are willing to mandate the initiation of an allocation process at most sites, as long as the government does not bear any financial or enforcement risk if some PRPs resist the system. The environmentalists are adamant that the federal government must retain authority to compel "deep-pocket" PRPs to implement upfront cleanups, whatever reallocations of cost occur later in the process. Recognizing that once costs are allocated some orphan share will exist, they are willing to entertain suggestions that Superfund cover these amounts, provided that paying the orphan share does not affect the funding that is available for cleanup. The environmentalists are sensitive to the damage Superfund suffers when local governments, small businesses, and nonprofit entities are sucked into the liability vortex by third-, fourth-, and fifth-party contribution suits, and they have adopted a conscious strategy of supporting the efforts by those groups to obtain special relief within the context of the new allocation system.

The small business community is the most diverse and complex of Superfund stakeholders, and small businesses have a wide range of views on how to reform the program. Not only are its sheer numbers higher than any other stakeholder group, its methods of doing business are widely variable. The most obvious category of small business PRPs includes such entities as dry cleaners, metal refinishing shops, and specialty paint manufacturers who routinely generate hazardous wastes comparable in quality if not quantity to the wastes generated by much larger corporations. But Superfund's rule that liability applies without regard to the degree or level of toxicity of the waste has also ensnared many less obvious categories, including small businesses that process or serve food and other small retail outlets.

Most small business owners are stunned when they first receive notice of potential Superfund liability. When informed by their lawyers that they must prepare to pay significant sums both to defend themselves and to settle their liability, they become even more agitated. But the crowning blow is the news from their local bank that pending Superfund liability will be a factor in deciding whether to grant them the lifeblood of ongoing business loans.

Throughout the reauthorization debate, small business was wooed in turn by the large corporate PRPs and advocates of a public works alternative. Although this contest for the affections of small business continues to this day, the large corporate PRPs, assisted by the
environmental community, have ended up with a discernible edge. Once an outright repeal of liability is ruled out, small business advocates endorse allocation, but demand special help in the form of early opportunities to settle liability and relief [25 ELR 10029] from paying amounts that would drive small business PRPs into bankruptcy.

Counties, cities, and towns did not participate actively in the Superfund debate until they were swept up in one of the first and most intense waves of third-party contribution lawsuits. According to the national coalition they formed to secure legislative relief, some 650 counties, cities, and towns in 12 states were ultimately affected by such cases.22 The suits share a common profile: They were brought by well-known, national corporations that EPA had named as PRPs because they sent liquid hazardous waste to a site that was also used by surrounding communities for the disposal of ordinary garbage and sewage sludge.

Local governments sought to limit the liability of anyone who sent garbage to a Superfund site on the basis of the actual toxicity of the garbage and sewage sludge, as opposed to its volume. As the debate matured, they broadened their agenda to include relief for the counties, cities, and towns that actually owned and operated these sites and faced staggering liability they could not afford without diverting funds from essential public services.

Last but not least is the insurance industry, which has been badly split throughout the debate. The gist of the industry's problem with Superfund is that most companies did not underwrite the risk of cleanup costs in policies issued years, even decades, ago. A series of court decisions has found coverage or a duty to defend under such policies, however, and the resulting exposure must be paid out of reserves, which were not designed to cover it. For a decade, insurers have cast about desperately for relief from this expensive exposure and from the punishing litigation wars they are fighting with customers across the country.24

Significant elements of the industry support proposals to convert Superfund into a public works program, an approach that would repeal retroactive liability in exchange for a significantly expanded fund, financed through the imposition of new taxes. But the largest companies that wrote most of the policies now implicated in Superfund cases concluded in the winter of 1993-1994 that a public works approach simply was not in the cards and instead drew their chairs up to the table to negotiate the best deal they could. In essence, these insurers want to achieve as broad a repeal of past policy coverage as they can in exchange for payment of an annual insurance tax that would be used to pay limited compensation to their customers. This approach is often referred to as the "hybrid" because it combines the creation of a mini-trust fund with targeted liability relief.

Superfund cognoscenti will note the omission from this discussion of the banking industry's concerns with the current program.25 Throughout much of the consensus-building process, the banking community believed its problems had been solved by a rule EPA issued in April 1992.26 But to the surprise of many observers, a subsequent court challenge was successful, and the rule was remanded to EPA "to take whatever steps it thinks appropriate."27 Congress immediately responded by inserting provisions in the consensus legislation to provide comparable relief.28 A more detailed discussion of these proposals is beyond the scope of this Dialogue.

* The NCS Deal. The NCS proposal29 retains the scope of Superfund's current liability scheme, including the developing caselaw in such areas as the liability of successor corporations — that is, liability would apply to the same parties and behavior as before. The proposal also retains strict liability as it has developed under current law — that is, the government need not prove that PRPs have been negligent and does not have to trace specific waste deposits back to the individual entity that generated them (commonly known as "fingerprinting" the wastes).30 The proposal preserves the government's authority to order PRPs to conduct a cleanup,31 but gives the PRPs doing the work the explicit right to reimbursement from all other PRPs pursuant to the allocation. As for the delicate subject of joint and several liability, the NCS proposal would require the initiation of a mandatory, binding allocation process — called a "Binding Allocation of Responsibility" (or BAR) — at every NPL site, suspending pending litigation once this process began. Allocations would be based on the so-called Gore factors, first set forth in an unsuccessful amendment to the original Superfund bill offered by then-Congressman Al Gore in order to provide a statutory basis for allocating joint and several liability.32 The BAR would include an allocation of [25 ELR 10030] an orphan share to cover the contribution of entities that are no longer viable. Those who resist the BAR would be subject to the full weight of joint and several liability for the orphan share and for the costs they were allocated.

Allocations would be made by a neutral government official, probably an EPA administrative law judge (ALJ). In addition to PRP representatives, an EPA "prosecutor" and an independent "guardian" charged with responsibility for protecting the Superfund from excessive orphan share allocations would participate. PRPs would pay the costs of conducting the BAR. The allocated shares produced by the BAR process would create a "pay as you go" financing mechanism for cleanup costs. Thus, a PRP assigned a 10-percent share would owe $100,000 in the year that cleanup costs totaled $1 million.
Allocators at individual sites would not be subject to any limitations in allocating the orphan shares to be paid by the Superfund, although the total amount of all the orphan shares allocated in a given year is capped at $500 million. The $500 million to pay the orphan shares is to be paid by money from one of two sources: (1) any measurable savings in EPA enforcement costs as a result of the new system or (2) any unanticipated surplus in the taxes that support the Superfund. If neither of these anticipated sources of money materializes, the NCS proposes an automatic increase in the current Superfund broad-based corporate tax sufficient to fund the shortfall.

The NCS proposal contains two types of relief inspired by small business concerns, one keying to behavior and the other to a PRP's identity as a small business. First, so-called de minimis and de micromis parties would be given a special, early opportunity to settle their liability, with the de minimis category including any entity that sent less than 1 percent of the total volume of waste to the site and the de micromis category including those who sent less than 0.05 percent of total volume. Because this special relief is defined by behavior and, therefore, includes many large corporations that made only de minimis contributions at many sites, it is popular throughout the PRP community.

Second, a "small business party," to be defined by reference to Small Business Administration guidelines, would be allocated a share under the same rules as apply to all other PRPs. But following allocation, such parties would be given an opportunity to demonstrate that they lack the "ability to pay" their shares, with this test defined as the ability to maintain basic business operations, taking into consideration overall financial condition and ability to raise revenue. Any allocated amounts that are found to exceed a small business party's ability to pay would be allocated to the orphan share.

The NCS also proposes two types of relief for local governments, once again keying the first to behavior and the second to a PRP's identity as a local government. First, the liability of all public and private parties that sent municipal solid waste and sewage sludge to a Superfund site would be capped at 10 percent of total cleanup costs. The 10-percent cap applies after shares are otherwise allocated to such parties, using the Gore factors. Thus, if total allocated shares exceed 10 percent, the overage would be assigned to the orphan share.

The NCS also proposes two types of relief for local governments, once again keying the first to behavior and the second to a PRP's identity as a local government. First, the liability of all public and private parties that sent municipal solid waste and sewage sludge to a Superfund site would be capped at 10 percent of total cleanup costs. The 10-percent cap applies after shares are otherwise allocated to such parties, using the Gore factors. Thus, if total allocated shares exceed 10 percent, the overage would be assigned to the orphan share.

The insurance industry's problems with Superfund were explained at great length throughout NCS deliberations. But, until the very end of its deliberations, the only solution supported by insurer members of the NCS was the repeal of retroactive liability in exchange for a public works program supported by new taxes. Because this approach was unacceptable to all the other members, the NCS was unable to satisfy the insurers. As the NCS completed its negotiations in December 1993, the possibility of a "hybrid" solution to insurance problems had just emerged. This solution, which was ultimately incorporated into the consensus legislation, would protect the insurance industry from some liability in exchange for the creation of an industry-financed fund providing reimbursement to its customers. The NCS did not have time to debate and develop this proposal, settling instead for a statement urging Congress and the Administration to continue efforts to develop it.

* The Consensus Legislation. Consensus Superfund legislation, as it emerged from the key House and Senate committees, adopts both the framework and the substance of the NCS liability proposal, with a few notable exceptions, by far the most significant of which are the legislation's restrictions on the scope of allocation and orphan funding. Like the NCS proposal, the consensus legislation does not change the scope of current law and does not modify the operation of strict liability. The legislation also does not change the government's authority to order PRPs to conduct cleanup, although it does provide for reimbursement of those doing the work pursuant to an allocation. The allocation process under the legislation would produce a "nonbinding equitable allocation," as opposed to the binding approach suggested by the NCS, and would be conducted by a neutral third party selected by a vote of the PRPs, as opposed to an ALJ. In operation, however the two systems would present equally intolerable risks for recalcitrants because the consensus legislation also subjects such parties to the full range of joint and several liability, including the possibility that they will be assessed all orphan share costs.

Allocations would be based on the Gore factors, as well as any other factors developed by EPA in a guidance issued after notice and an opportunity for comment. While this approach puts off for another day the inevitable fight over additional allocation factors, it removes a major source of controversy from the legislative process, helping to expedite congressional action. PRPs would pay the costs of the allocation process.
The consensus legislation further provides that the United States must accept an allocator's determinations and settle with PRPs on the basis of such determinations, unless there is "no rational interpretation of the facts" that would provide a "reasonable basis" for the decision, the allocation was affected by "bias, fraud, or unlawful conduct," or the allocation was "substantially and directly affected by procedural error."92 The formulation of these limited grounds for the government to override an allocation was the subject of much arm wrestling behind-the-scenes because DOJ attorneys resisted this perceived incursion on their enforcement discretion.

As for the critical issue of orphan share funding, neither the Clinton Administration nor Congress could accept the notion of raising industry taxes to provide new money for the orphan share, as recommended by the NCS. Instead, the Administration convinced key legislators that current surpluses in the Superfund would pay the orphan share. To ensure that a drain on the fund does not develop, the legislation caps expenditures on the orphan share at $300 million annually, $200 million less than the NCS proposal.93 As a result, the consensus legislation is significantly more restrictive than the NCS proposal in providing allocation and — even more significantly — orphan funding.

The consensus legislation closely tracks all of the special relief proposed by the NCS for small businesses and local governments: It contains expedited settlements for de minimis and de micromis parties, it limits the liability of municipal solid waste and sewage sludge generators and transporters, and it establishes an ability to pay test for small businesses and for municipal owners and operators.94 Both the House and Senate bills also include an exemption from liability for anyone who is a homeowner, a lessee of residential property, a small nonprofit organization, or a small business and sent or transported garbage to a Superfund site.100 Further, in a provision likely to provoke sharp controversy if and when the legislation reaches conference, the Senate bill provides a 10-percent cap on the aggregate liability of municipal owners or operators with a population of less than 100,000.101

Efforts to reform the current system for resolving past insurance claims were volatile and controversial throughout the 103d Congress' consideration of the consensus legislation, raising the distinct possibility that if reauthorization gets bogged down in the 104th Congress, significant elements of the insurance industry will be tempted once again to embrace the public works alternative. The consensus legislation would set up a special fund, called the "Environmental Insurance Resolution Fund" (or EIRF), which would be used to settle the coverage claims of its policyholders, potentially eliminating the extremely expensive coverage litigation that now rages in many states.103

The central premise of the proposal is that the EIRF would only pay a portion of outstanding claims, but that acceptance of such payment would extinguish the policy holder's rights against its insurer. Acceptance or rejection of EIRF payments would be at the option of the policy holder, who would make a calculation whether certain, partial payment now is better than bearing the future risks of litigation.105 As an incentive to resolve claims through the fund, the Senate version of the consensus legislation would require a policyholder to pay 40 percent of its insurers' litigation expenses if the policyholder rejects compensation from the EIRF and litigates, but ultimately obtains a final judgement less favorable than the settlement originally offered by the fund.106

As it emerged from the House Ways and Means and the Senate Finance Committees, the consensus legislation would fund the EIRF at $8.1 billion over a 10-year period. The two bills adopt somewhat different formulas for imposing the taxes that would support the fund, provoking bitter controversy within the insurance industry. In essence, the dispute over taxes, which has the potential to reignite and cause disruption of the reauthorization in the 104th Congress, revolved around three issues: (1) whether the tax is assessed "retrospectively," i.e., the tax would fall most heavily on those who wrote the largest number of policies during the period when Superfund coverage was effective, versus "prospectively," i.e., the tax would fall most heavily on those currently doing the largest volume of property and casualty business; (2) how much the reinsurers industry should pay; and (3) how much small insurance companies should pay.

Politically, the liability provisions of the consensus legislation are the mirror image of its cleanup standards: They occupy a point on the
political spectrum to the left of the NCS proposal, largely as a result of tough bargaining by DOJ attorneys, who resisted relinquishing any of the government's leverage and authority over PRPs. Basically satisfied with their gains under the bill's cleanup standards provisions, and mindful of the consequences of not reauthorizing Superfund, industry accepted the compromise.

The beauty of the liability compromise is that it is based on the strong desires of the environmental community and industry to appear reasonable to Congress. The environmentalists assert that they do not care how industry divides up the costs, as long as cleanup is well-funded and the government retains adequate enforcement leverage to both deter and punish recalcitrants. In fact, at this stage in the program's history, they could not take any other position and retain their credibility. If industry thinks it has invented a better mousetrap to achieve the goal of joint and several liability — forcing PRPs to assume the burden of allocating cleanup costs rather than imposing that burden on the government — then how can the environmentalists legitimately object?

As for the large industrial PRPs who dominate the reauthorization debate, there is no question that they would like an explicit repeal of joint and several liability. But they recognize that the only reasonable alternative to a strong liability system is a public works program funded by massive new taxes, an approach that is absolutely unacceptable to them. Having accepted the inevitability of retaining joint and several liability as the punishment for those who resist the system, the large PRPs have found a way to achieve the equally important goal of giving everyone defined as potentially liable an irresistible incentive to come to the table at the outset to share cleanup costs.

Beyond its political viability is the more important question whether the compromise will work, rescuing Superfund's credibility and restoring stability to the program. The new allocation process preserves the two central goals of Superfund liability: Establishing a stable source of funding for the program and deterring future pollution. Upfront allocation should expedite the resolution of liability disputes, ensuring a steady flow of revenue for cleanup. At the same time, the prospect of becoming enmeshed in the reformed liability system will still be sufficiently expensive and unpleasant that rational waste producers and site owner/operators will still work hard to avoid it.

But, if enacted, the new allocation system will remain vulnerable on four fronts. The legislation's stinginess with orphan share funding is understandable given the widespread aversion to new taxes, but the potential exclusion of two-thirds of pre-1994 ROD sites and an unclear number of owner/operator sites could deprive so many PRPs of this popular source of relief that pressure could once again build up for more radical reform. If $300 million annually in surplus funding is really available, then the money should arguably be spread across all sites, as opposed to those that are relatively new.

Second, it is far from clear whether the new system will be applied to the tens of thousands of non-NPL sites, the vast majority of which will be addressed at the state level. If state-level liability and cleanup standards are unmittingly harsh, and the federal Superfund program becomes much more reasonable from the PRP point of view, a push to place sites on the federal list could develop, swamping the federal program. By the same token, if state liability systems and cleanup standards are overly weakened, PRPs will migrate to state programs for relief, placing intolerable pressure on underfunded state bureaucracies. In sum, the best result for Superfund and for effective cleanup in general would be an integration of reforms at the federal and state levels.

The third front of vulnerability for the new allocation system is the site-specific decisions that will be made regarding the orphan share. The orphan share is designed to capture the "fair" allocated shares of four categories of PRPs: (1) "nonviable" PRPs; (2) small businesses to the extent that they lack the ability to pay their allocated shares; (3) municipal owners and operators to the extent that they lack the ability to pay their allocated shares; and (4) municipal solid waste and sewage sludge generators and transporters to the extent that their allocated shares exceed 10 percent. If neutral "allocators" succumb to the inevitable demands of viable PRPs that shares be allocated to these four categories with excessive liberality, and the orphan share, therefore, becomes far larger than anticipated, the system could be stressed to the point that it loses its credibility.

The fourth potential weakness is the possibility of a widespread failure by EPA to use the mechanisms the new system provides to eliminate collateral parties from the process, especially the "early settlement" opportunities provided for de minimis and de micromis parties. The continued involvement of such parties will mean continuing pressure on the political viability of the Superfund liability scheme, with potentially dire consequences in the next reauthorization cycle.

Options for the 104th Congress

The 104th Congress has two basic alternatives. It can pick up where the 103d Congress left off, moving the consensus legislation rapidly through the relevant committees in time to make the December 31, 1995, deadline. Or it could begin the reauthorization
debate from scratch, declaring a legislative "open season" on what will then become the deal of 1994, as opposed to the century. If open season is declared, Congress is unlikely to complete its work before the December deadline, and the reauthorization may not even be completed by the end of the 104th term. Even if short-term funding extensions are enacted, an extended delay could have catastrophic results for the program and damage every one of its stakeholder groups.

Unfortunately, speculation about the consequences of a Superfund funding gap is informed by bitter experience. Congress ran over its deadline for extending Superfund taxes by one year in 1985-1986, and the program was thrown into bureaucratic chaos, despite a series of short-term extensions, which provided reduced funding throughout the period. The reasons for the chaos despite the extensions was a combination of politics, fiscal imperatives, and bureaucratic caution.

At the time, EPA Administrator Lee M. Thomas was trying to spur Congress into passing reauthorization legislation as quickly as possible, and was facing resistance from the environmental community and its allies in Congress. In August 1985, two months before the deadline, Thomas announced that he was withdrawing $125 million earmarked for long-term site cleanups in order to create a reserve that could be used for emergencies and enforcement. EPA spokespeople explained that interim extensions of the Superfund tax did not obviate the need for hoarding money and reordering priorities because the extensions covered a short planning horizon, were subject to the vagaries of the legislative process and, therefore, did not give the Agency the certainty it needed to continue spending as usual. Eventually, of course, funding was restored to those sites and the work resumed, but not without a high cost in financial and administrative terms.

Throughout the following year, as Congress struggled to complete its work, Thomas kept up the pressure. He stopped awarding cleanup contracts, cut emergency response funds in half, and threatened to furlough hundreds of EPA employees. EPA officials hinted darkly to the press that the Agency's most valuable employees might quit the federal workforce and move into the private sector if the situation was not stabilized soon. By September 1986, one month before final congressional action, Thomas threatened to begin laying off EPA employees. EPA explained that the consequences of such a move would not be confined to the Superfund program alone, which at the time employed 1,500 of the Agency's 11,000 employees. Federal "reduction in force" rules would compel EPA to institute an Agency-wide process with the most senior employees "bumping" each other down the bureaucratic ladder until enough employees at the bottom had been fired. EPA estimated that some 4,000 people could be displaced from their jobs before the process was complete. Fortunately, congressional action a few weeks later forestalled this destructive development.

As she approaches a new Congress dominated by conservative Republicans, EPA's current Administrator must decide whether to repeat the strategy used so effectively by her predecessor. The choice is not an easy one. If the reauthorization debate rejects the consensus approach and begins from scratch, it could quickly degenerate into a pitched political battle that would make the December 1995 deadline all but impossible to meet. In an effort to forestall this development, Browner, who strongly supported the consensus bill, could choose to play hardball with Congress, predicting great turmoil and funding problems if it does not quickly pass legislation that is broadly acceptable.

But there is also a risk to this approach if the conservative Republican leadership in the U.S. House of Representatives decides to respond to such a strategy by passing a bill that repeals retroactive liability and underfunds the program. Assuming the Republican leadership is able to send such a bill to the President before or close to the December 1995 deadline, Browner's threats of dire consequences could be used to browbeat him into signing the legislation.

And, of course, there is always the objective truth of the matter. According to some estimates, Superfund enjoyed a $2.5 billion surplus as of October 1994, and this figure could approach $3.0 billion over the next year if projected economic activity levels are maintained. This money may be enough to fund the program through 1996 without significant hardship. Further, appropriations committees in both houses could make a decision to continue to fund the program out of general revenues despite the termination of the taxes that support it. Browner could, therefore, make a rational choice not to threaten funding shortages immediately and instead to wait and see how Congress responds. Of course, if she chooses this route, and the December 1995 deadline comes and goes without definitive legislative action, she may find herself presiding over an agency increasingly undermined by uncertainty as well as lack of funds. However, Browner chooses to play this crucial hand, if defeat is snatched from the jaws of victory and the second reauthorization of Superfund follows the course of the first, the fallout will be widespread.

Conclusion
America may well have reached the point where we cannot deliver on our national promise to restore and protect the environment at an acceptable cost without finding new ways to deter pollution, regulate ongoing conduct, and clean up the legacy of past industrial production. Gone are the days when expanding federal budgets can support the initiation of aggressive government "command and control" regulatory programs. With all of its flaws, Superfund remains at the heart of a bold strategy to deal with one of our most intractable and pervasive environmental problems. By motivating industry to develop and implement effective cleanup technologies while simultaneously regulating toxic waste disposal by risk, Superfund represents an alternative we cannot afford to lose without repercussions that extend far beyond the program's current scope.

At the same time, it is clear that the current program not only wastes precious time and scarce resources, but has lost the confidence of virtually all of its key stakeholders. Without effective and timely reform, this confidence — and the program's political viability over the long term — cannot be restored. Regardless of Superfund's influence on prospective behavior, industry acceptance is a key component of this restoration because a system that appears grossly unfair, irrational, and exorbitantly expensive inspires resistance on a scale that quickly outmatches the government's efforts to enforce the law.

The environmental legacy of the Clinton Administration is also at stake. Seasoned by its failures in the 103d Congress, the Administration hopefully will learn to set limited priorities, establish a legislative strategy capable of achieving those priorities, and designate Superfund as its highest priority for the second half of its term. If it does not achieve such discipline, its legacy will be an EPA crippled by the defunding of its largest program and an historic opportunity missed.

There is also the 104th Congress to consider. It will arrive in Washington dedicated — at least rhetorically — to changing the old ways of doing things. If Congress does not have the wisdom to understand and embrace the deal of the century, and instead returns to its old habits of gridlock and partisan warfare, it will have reneged on this commitment and begun yet another cycle of voter discontent.

Finally, and perhaps most important of all over the long term, there is the question of how to negotiate and implement consensus in the arena of environmental policymaking. Degeneration in the Superfund reauthorization debate and, with it, a tacit rejection of the NCS process, will discourage stakeholders on both ends of the political spectrum from undertaking similar projects and will send a very negative message to participants in future environmental debates. Put plainly, that message is that the only way to be heard in Washington is to muster the financial resources to both endure and prevail in a lobbying marathon that rewards the strident, the unreasonable, and the wealthy and penalizes just about everyone else. In the end, the victories won in this atmosphere, like those ostensibly gained by Superfund combatants a decade ago, may prove just as illusory.
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